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Why Dartle Matters

“

Sports in India are not seen as a viable career option. This is due to a severe lack of opportunities,

lack of awareness of the sports hierarchy, lack of visibility in remote areas and lack of transparency
as the result of undue politics. Only 1% of the deserving get their chance. Personally, my ambitions
to become a basketball player was shut down by my own coach. In his words, “Sports was only the
means to get reservation on public sector jobs". Combining this with the fact that in India there are
400+M people who take active participation in Sports, the statistic is agonising.

- CEO, Nihal pradeep

”

About
Dartle is a community sports platform that connects sports opportunities to opportunity seekers. Built with a familiar and easy to use interface, our
focus is on ensuring that our country prospers as a sporting nation. Our dream is to give conﬁdence to both parents and their children to pursue
participatory sports as a viable career option.

The Dartle Way
Dartle envisions a truly democratic and inclusive sporting ecosystem. We want to become the sporting identity for each individual. For this, we have
created a merit-based assessment using a proprietary algorithm and a specialised, standardised, transparent process of evaluation. Through this,
greater opportunities can be created that are otherwise inhibited by geography, visibility and, for political reasons. But this isn’t all, Dartle is a
complete ecosystem with social media at its core. Organise online and ofﬂine events, book professionals, grounds and courts and stay connected to
the sporting world with the latest news and ﬁxtures from popular tournaments. We help you create your very own sports portfolio that can be
shared anywhere. Invite your friends and help the community get bigger and bigger.

The Road To Glory

Evaluator tests the player’s
performance & physical attributes

User signs in

Algorithm assigns
a score based on evaluation

The players is recruited
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Assessment

Requests for
an assessment test

Completes the
assessment and records the values

Scouts, managers & academies
ﬁnds potential players based on this score

Our Core Features
Scouting Network :

Assessments :

Take the Dartle assessments as a testament to
your abilities and be cherry picked by teams,
coaches or institutions on our platform. If you
are a certiﬁed coach, accept & conduct
assessment tests to earn additional revenue.

To discover yourself better, Dartle puts you
through a test/process based on which score
will be generated. The score attests to your
abilities, skills, and ﬁtness, which are
nationally/internationally recoganized by the
sporting community.

Events :
Manage online and ofﬂine events directly on
our platform. Our sports-speciﬁc platform
includes everything you need to run and
manage an event, from monetising live streams
to booking venues, managing participants, and
multi-tier registrations. Events are loaded, so
stay tunedfor more features.

Information Portal:
Dartle serves sports fans with genuine content and
detailed insights about international, national and local
sports events. Dartle also opens up the opportunity for
sports journalists to publish exclusive content and build
their journalistic careers.

Proﬁle & Venue Booking :
Booking nearby venues, grounds, and hosting events &
matches has become easier and cheaper. Dartle lists the
best coaches and academies, where the user has the
option to book the best and nearest coach for
assessments.

CONTACT US
www.facebook.com/dartleapp

www.linkedin.com/company/dartle-app

play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.roninaks.sportlight

www.instagram.com/dartleapp

